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共Presented on 14 November 2002兲
The exchange integrals of manganese ferrite (MnFe2 O4 ) are calculated with the density functional
theory method for both normal and inverse spinel structures. The functional is chosen to be a
mixture of Becke exchange and Fock exchange with variable weight 共w兲. The exchange integrals
J AB 共the exchange integral between the nearest neighbor A and B sites兲 and J BB 共the exchange
integral between nearest neighbor B sites兲 are calculated by substituting the total energies of
different magnetic ground states into the Heisenberg model. The calculated value of J AB is in
agreement with experimental values measured by neutron diffraction and nuclear magnetic
resonance. Also, the parameters U 共Coulomb repulsion energy兲 and E g 共band gap兲 are extracted
from density of states plotted versus w. Our calculated band gap shows that MnFe2 O4 is a complex
insulator in contrast to previous local spin density approximation and generalized gradient
approximation calculations which predicted it to be metallic. © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1558200兴

I. INTRODUCTION

sion and that the calculated J BB was larger than experimental
value for inverse spinel structure with an extension of 130%.
In this paper, we calculated the exchange integrals and electronic structure with an extension of 120%.

Manganese (MnFe2 O4 ) is a ferrite material with a spinel
crystallographic structure 共space group Fd3m), in which
O2⫺ forms tetragonal and octagonal local symmetries that
are referred to as A and B sites, respectively.1 A normal spinel structure, per primary cell, consists of two A sites occupied by two Mn2⫹ and four B sites each occupied by four
Fe3⫹ . On the other hand, 100% inverse spinel structure, per
primary cell, consists of two A sites occupied by two Fe3⫹
and four B sites occupied by both two Mn2⫹ and two Fe3⫹
ions. MnFe2 O4 is known to be approximately 20% inverse.
The exact percentage depends on the details of material
preparation.2
Manganese ferrite has been discussed for a long time1,3
and there have been numerous qualitative arguments made
for the existence of superexchange interactions in this material and oxide magnetic materials.4,5 The most recent generalized gradient approximation 共GGA兲 calculation6 showed
that J AB⫽⫺39.3 K compared to J AB⫽⫺22.7 K obtained experimentally from nuclear magnetic resonance7 and J AB
⫽⫺19.1 K from magnon dispersion measurements.8,9 Both
local spin density approximation 共LSDA兲10 and GGA6 calculations predicted a metallic state for MnFe2 O4 , although
MnFe2 O4 is known to be an insulator as confirmed by activation energy measurement.11 On the other hand, it is known
that Hartree–Fock 共HF兲 overestimates U and E g , and underestimates the exchange integrals for transition metal
oxides.12,13 In a previous paper by the current authors,14 a
Hamiltonian, which is a mixture of HF and LSDA, was utilized and led to J AB close to the experimental value, if the
radial part of the 3d orbit of Fe3⫹ was extended to 130%.
However, it was shown that J BB was sensitive to the exten-

II. APPROACH

We chose a modified version of Becke’s parametrization
of the exchange-correlation functional, which is examined
for a wide range of atoms and molecules.15 In this approximation, the correlation part is given by
⫹a c ⌬E PW
E c ⫽E SDA
c
c ,
E LSDA
c

and
where
PWGGA correction,
given by
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are LSDA correlation and
respectively. The exchange part is
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and
are exact exchange, LSDA
where
exchange, and Becke exchange-only GGA correction,18 respectively. In Becke’s original parametrization, a c ⫽0.81,
a x ⫽0.9, and w⫽0.2 are determined from the least-squares
fitting of atomization energies, ionization potentials, and proton affiliates.15 In this paper, we are allowing w to vary between 0 and 1 to fit the experimental value of J AB and U. In
is replaced by the Fock exchange
the calculation, E exact
x
(E Fx ). 15 We choose Gaussian basis sets for Mn2⫹ , Fe3⫹ , and
O2⫺ . The basis sets of Mn2⫹ and Fe3⫹ were optimized for
MnO12 and Fe2 O3 , 13 respectively. The basis set of O2⫺ was
optimized for a wide range of oxide materials including
MnO and NiO.12 The calculations were implemented by
19
20
CRYSTAL98 code at experimental geometry, lattice con2⫺
stant a⫽8.511 Å and position of O u⫽0.3846. The calculations were performed self-consistently in spin-dependent
scheme, in which the net spin in a primary cell is locked at
the theoretical value of ionic model, i.e., the net spin of Fe3⫹
and Mn2⫹ is 5/2 and that of O2⫺ is 0.
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FIG. 1. Calculated exchange integrals using optimized 共opt兲 and extended
共ext兲 basis sets for normal spinel structure.

III. RESULTS
A. Exchange integrals

On the calculation of exchange integrals, only J AB and
J BB were considered, since there is no experimental data on
J AA . To determine J AB and J BB , we calculated the ground
state energies of three different magnetic structures denoted
as FM, FI-1, and FI-3. FM is the assumed ferromagnetic
structure. FI-1 is the observed ferrimagnetic structure in experiments. FI-3 is an assumed ferrimagnetic structure, in
which spins in the A sublattice are aligned parallel to each
other, spins within B sublattice are aligned antiparallel. Assuming the spin arrangement to be collinear and substituting
each magnetic structure into the Heisenberg model, we obtain
J AB⫽

1
⫺E FM兲 ,
共E
96S 2 FI⫺1

J BB⫽

1
共 E FI⫺1 ⫹E FM兲
,
2 E FI⫺3 ⫺
32S
2

冋

册

共3兲

where S⫽5/2 is assumed according to the ionic model. The
calculated J AB and J BB are plotted as a function of w in Figs.
1 and 2 for normal and inverse structure, respectively. The
calculated J AB is negative 共antiferromagnetic兲 for all values
of w, and becomes stronger when w decreases. J AB
⫽⫺15.3 K is obtained for normal spinel structure at w
⫽0.4 and J AB⫽⫺14.5 is obtained for inverse spinel structure at w⫽0.5, which are reasonable when compared to experimental value.7–9 However, calculated J BB’s are about 10
K for normal spinel structure and 7 K for inverse spinel
structure, compared to J BB⫽⫺3.0 K from magnon dispersion measurement.9
As w decreases, the weight of LSDA in Hamiltonian
increases. Since the above-given basis sets are optimized by
HF, the divergence occurs when w is smaller than a critical
value of 0.40. Since self-consistent wave functions of LSDA
are more extensive than those of HF, it is reasonable to expect that more extensive basis sets may improve the convergence of the calculation. Thus, we extended the 3d basis
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FIG. 2. Calculated exchange integrals using optimized 共opt兲 and extended
共ext兲 basis sets for inverse spinel structure.

functions of Fe3⫹ to 120% in the radial direction. Using
extended basis sets, we obtain J BB⫽4.5 K for normal spinel
structure at w⫽0.3 and J BB⫽1.9 K for inverse structure at
w⫽0.4, which are closer to the experimental value of
⫺3.0 K.
B. Electronic structure

On the electronic structure, we calculated the density of
states 共DOS兲 using the extended basis sets for normal spinel
structure with experimentally observed FI-1 structure at different values of w. The site projected DOS at w⫽0.3 is plotted in Fig. 3. Compared to the DOS calculated by LSDA10 or
GGA,6 the DOS given by our calculation is quite different.
First, the DOS calculated by LSDA or GGA implied that
MnFe2 O4 is metallic, where the spin-down Mn2⫹ d bands
and the spin-down Fe3⫹ d bands overlapped with each other
and crossed over the Fermi level. However, in our calculation, the DOS shows that MnFe2 O4 is a typical insulator with
a band gap between the spin-down Mn2⫹ d bands and spindown Fe3⫹ d bands, which is qualitatively in agreement with

FIG. 3. Projected DOS calculated using extended basis set for normal spinel
structure and FI-1 magnetic structure at w⫽0.30, where the definitions of
E g and U are schematically shown.
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the E g – w curve given by extended basis sets, which implies
a transition of DOS from typical charge insulator to the interim state between charge transfer insulator and Mott insulator as w decreases.
IV. CONCLUSION

By admixing Fock and Beck exchange-correlation functional, the calculated exchange integrals by us are in reasonable agreement with experimental values. Also, our calculations yield an insulating state for MnFe2 O4 as confirmed by
experiments.
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FIG. 4. Coulomb repulsion parameters for Fe3⫹ (U Fe) and Mn2⫹ (U Mn),
and band gap (E g ) calculated using extended basis sets.

experiment.11 Second, the DOS given by LSDA or GGA implied that MnFe2 O4 is a typical Mott insulator for both Fe3⫹
and Mn2⫹ , in which the p band of O2⫺ is located at a lower
energy than the lower Hubbard bands of Fe3⫹ and Mn2⫹ . On
the other hand, in our previous calculation,14 the DOS implied that the Fe–O system in MnFe2 O4 is a typical charge
transfer insulator, in which the p band of O2⫺ is located
between the upper and lower Hubbard bands of Fe3⫹ . However, in this calculation, both Fe–O system and Mn–O system are the interim state between Mott insulator and charge
transfer insulator, in which the p band of O2⫺ overlaps the d
band of Fe3⫹ and Mn2⫹ at the top of valence band.
From DOS, we extracted the values of band gap (E g )
and Coulomb repulsion 共U兲. We plotted E g and U vs w in
Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, U depends on w linearly. The
optimal fitting of U to experimental values21,22 is obtained at
w⬇0.20, which is the original parametrization by Becke. In
contrast to the linear dependence of E g on w given by optimized basis sets,14 there is a knee point around w⫽70% in
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